These bikes are designed for those who have changed the road racing mentality into something different. The ALLROAD is a mountain bike, a road bike, a cyclo-cross and a trekking bike all-in-one.

The ALLROAD bike can be used in a Marathon event but also will take you out to explore the raw finish roads.
ALLROAD
105 11SP HYDRAULIC DISC BRAKE, DROP HANDLEBAR, 35MM TYRE
CODE: YLB8CT | COLOUR: 8J - Stone Grey

ALSO AVAILABLE: ALLROAD
TIAGRA 10SP MECHANICAL DISC BRAKE, DROP HANDLEBAR, 35MM TYRE
CODE: YLB9CT | COLOUR: 8J - Stone Grey
The Bianchi S-Sport is a fast road bike with racing soul and flat handlebar, compatible with 700x28c tire size.

Designed for those who like speed and want to ride a performance racing bike without compromising safety and comfort.
**ALSO AVAILABLE:** **IMPULSO S-SPORT**

- FLAT BAR - 105 11SP DISC BRAKE 25MM TYRE  
  **CODE:** YLB4C  |  **COLOUR:** 2Q Antracite matt/ black logo/ acid green line

**VIA NIRONE 7 S-SPORT**

- FLAT BAR - SORA 9SP CALIPER BRAKE 25MM/28MM TYRE  
  **CODE:** YLB58  |  **COLOUR:** 3M - Titanio matt/ black logo/ CK 16 fluo line

**ALSO AVAILABLE:** **IMPULSO S-SPORT**

- FLAT BAR - 105 11SP CALIPER BRAKE 25MM TYRE  
  **CODE:** YLB3C  |  **COLOUR:** 2Q Antracite matt/ black logo/ acid green line

**ALSO AVAILABLE:** **VIA NIRONE 7 S-SPORT**

- FLAT BAR - TIAGRA 10SP CALIPER BRAKE 25MM TYRE  
  **CODE:** YLB82T  |  **COLOUR:** 2Q Antracite matt/ black logo/ acid green line

**ALSO AVAILABLE:** **IMPULSO S-SPORT**

- FLAT BAR - TIAGRA 10SP CALIPER BRAKE 25MM/28MM TYRE  
  **CODE:** YLB82T  |  **COLOUR:** 3M - Titanio matt/ black logo/ CK 16 fluo line

**VIA NIRONE 7 S-SPORT**

- FLAT BAR - CLARIS 8SP CALIPER BRAKE 25MM/28MM TYRE  
  **CODE:** YLB2DT  |  **COLOUR:** 3M - Titanio matt/ black logo/ CK 16 fluo line

**ALSO AVAILABLE:** **VIA NIRONE 7 S-SPORT**

- AT BAR - CLARIS 8SP CALIPER BRAKE 25MM/28MM TYRE  
  **CODE:** YLB2DT  |  **COLOUR:** 3M - Titanio matt/ black logo/ CK 16 fluo line
Designed for those who are looking for a bike with strong character: solid like a mountain-bike, light and smooth like a road bike. Versatile bike, fast, reliable. Light weight and easy to carry.

C-Sport bikes can find their natural habitat in the city as well in the countryside. The perfect bikes to take a spin on a weekend getaway.
CAMALEONTE C-SPORT 4 ALU CLARIS 2X8SP COMPACT DISC BRAKE AND CARBON FORK 28MM TIRE
CODE: YLBB1 | COLOUR: C1 - Celeste Bianchi matt | KW - Black matt

CAMALEONTE C-SPORT 3 ALU DEORE MIX 3X9SP DISC BRAKE 32MM TIRE
CODE: YL852 | COLOUR: D4 - Silver Matt
CAMALEONTE C-SPORT 2 ALU ACERA 3X8SP DISC BRAKE 32MM TIRE
CODE: YLB55 | COLOUR: C1 - CK Matt | KW - Black Matt | D4 - Silver Matt

CAMALEONTE C-SPORT 1 ALU ALTUS 3X8SP V-BRAKE 32MM TIRE
CODE: YLB53 | COLOUR: 6Y Azzuro Glossy | KW Black Matt
CAMALEONTE C-SPORT DAMA ALU ACERA 3X8SP DISC BRAKE 32MM TIRE
CODE: YLB65 | COLOUR: 6V Bordeaux Glossy

CAMALEONTE C-SPORT CROSS ALU GENT ALTUS 3X7SP V-BRAKE - 35MM TIRE
CODE: YLB85 | COLOUR: D4 - Silver matt
CAMALEONTE C-SPORT CROSS ALU GENT ACERA 3X8SP DISC BRAKE - 35MM TIRE
CODE: YLBB2 | COLOUR: L1 Blue glossy | 6V Bordeaux glossy

CAMALEONTE C-SPORT CROSS ALU LADY ACERA 3X8SP DISC BRAKE - 35MM TIRE
CODE: YLBB3 | COLOUR: L3 Pearl white glossy | 6V Bordeaux glossy

CAMALEONTE C-SPORT CROSS ALU LABY ALTUS 3X7SP V-BRAKE - 35MM TIRE
CODE: YLBB4 | COLOUR: KW - Black matt
PISTA STEEL
CODE: YEBC1
COLOR: CP - Chrome

PISTA SEI GIORNI ALU
CODE: YEBC2
COLOR: KL - White/CK | KW - Black/CK
JUNIOR

JUNIOR 24” ALU
SHIMANO CLARIS 16SP
CODE: YEB42
COLOR: CK - Celeste

DRAGON 2 FREESTYLE
CODE: YEB79
COLOR: CK - Celeste

DRAGON 3 FREESTYLE
CODE: YEB81
COLOR: DL - Military Green
Bianchi reserves the right to make changes without prior warning. For further information please go to www.bianchi.com